
Addressing supply chain 

sustainability at scale
Case study Sirius & ERG supply chain
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Eurasian Resources Group (ERG) 

is a leading diversified natural resources group with integrated mining, processing, energy, logistics 
and marketing operations. It has a portfolio of production assets and development projects in 15 
countries, and is represented by more than 67,000 people globally. It is one of the largest producers 
of ferroalloys and cobalt - metals, essential for the carbon-neutral future and powering the green 
transition.

About

Key results

Supply chain sustainability 
strategy



Delivering sustainable value chains for the 
green transition is a strategic priority for 
ERG. To achieve this, ERG promotes 
responsible practices amongst its 
suppliers and sets firm expectations for 
health, safety, business ethic, human rights 
and environmental stewardship. 
Collaboration with Sirius comes from 
constant search for innovative ways 

to engage suppliers and enable smart, 
cost-efficient and continuous 
sustainability improvement in the supply 
chain.

To kick-off implementation for Sirius and test its ability to handle various suppliers, ERG team started 
from a pilot program on a set of 40 suppliers.



Pilot program was split in 3 steps:


Using Sirius, ERG team identified sustainability priorities for their suppliers. Sirius platform was used 
to communicate the priorities and gather data on the following topics:




  


Efficient and transparent process: 



The manual, time-consuming work was replaced by automated tools, including reminders and 
notifications. Sirius provided detailed FAQs and 24/7 chat functionality 

for suppliers in local language. All of this resulted in a 81% satisfaction rating from suppliers.



Capturing data from suppliers, Sirius provided a dashboard of suppliers' performance 

for ERG team. Dashboard helped to understand and form a baseline, as well as to set 

5 strategic KPIs for supply chain sustainability improvement.




Focus on scalability and real action: 



At the final step of the program, 23 tailored action plans 
were build on the platform. 

In total, 212 actions and improvement steps were proposed, 
with implementation guidance, templates and partners 
suggestion. Overall process was drastically simplified, 
saving 150 hours for ERG sustainability team. Partnership 
with Sirius provided ERG team with instruments to effectively 
scale responsible practices among its suppliers.




Way forward



Sirius and ERG will continue to collaborate to monitor suppliers 
progress and scale successful practices. Sirius will support 
suppliers development in line with their roadmaps, providing 
access to benchmarks, templates and pool of partners for 
further improvement.




L e t ’ s  g e t  s i r i u s



Working with Sirius was a natural fit for us. Their vision aligns with our 
goals: we want to go beyond measurement of value chain impacts and 

empower real action. Sirius provided us with a simple, scalable and 
innovative solution for engaging our suppliers in decarbonization  

efforts and initiating meaningful improvements on the ground.

Industry challenge



results

solution

For ERG: Manual, inefficient and not scalable process



Having thousands suppliers, ERG faced with unprecedented resource requirement 

to gather and analyze data from suppliers. They are at various stages of maturity with regards 
to sustainability processes, and often require individual approach. While spreadsheets and 
manual data gathering is the norm in the industry, ERG sustainability team saw the inefficiency 
and inadequacy of this approach. Partnership with Sirius opened up opportunities to resolve 
these issues.



The starting target of pilot was to populate successful practices to a selected set 

of suppliers and provide them with tailored action plans for sustainability improvement.




Galina Donnik

ESG Transformation at ERG

“

For suppliers: black-box exercise, lack of support and reporting fatigue



Suppliers experience frustration of filling multiple questionnaires. They lack the understanding  
on how data will be used and whether the process will affect their commercial relationships. 
They spend most of the time on reporting instead of implementing real action. That is why 
building a transparent, collaborative process with suppliers was another key success criteria 

for the pilot.
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Step Step Step

Data & analytics. 
Forming a current 

baseline on a platform 
for ERG teams and for 

each individual 
supplier, highlighting 

the areas that require 
action

Alignment of interests. 

Clearly communicating 

sustainability priorities 


to suppliers through 

the platform and being 


transparent about 

expectations and 


timeline

Action.

Using Sirius algorithm, 
building action plans 

with solutions and 
approaches tailored 


to each suppliers

 Environment Health and safety 

 Labor relations  Business ethics 

indicator per 

supplier 71

satisfaction rate      
from suppliers 81%

150h

23212

saved 

individual action 

plans for suppliersimprovements 

 Climate 

Human rights 
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